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Abstract. The �rst unambiguous detection of meteoroids impacting the night side 

of the Moon w as obtained during the 1999 Leonid storm. Up to eight optical ashes 

were recorded with CCD video cameras attached to small telescop es on November 

w b18, 1999. Six impacts ere videotap ed y at least t o indep enden observ at thew t ers 

whicsame times and lunar lo cations, h is p erhaps the strongest evidence for their 

collisiona l nature. The ashes were clearly ab ove the noise and lasted for less than 

0.02 s. Although previous observational e�orts did not succeed in detecting impact 

ashes, additional candidates have b een rep orted in the literature. The evidence 

accumulated so far implies that small telescop es equipp ed with high sp eed cameras 

can b e used as a new to ol for studying meteoroid streams, sp oradic meteoroids, 

and hyp ervelo city collision s. In this review we discuss the various intervening pa-
detectabilitrameters for y of ashes on the nigh side of the on (geometricalt Mo 

e�ects, contamination by scattered light from the day side, and prop erties of the 

meteoroids such as sp eed and ux of particles). Particular emphasis is placed on the 

analysis of the observations in order to derive relevant p hysical parameters such a s 

luminous e�ciencies, impactor masses, and crater sizes. Some of these parameters 

are of interest for constraining theoretical impact mo dels. From a simple analysis, it 

is p ossible to derive the mass distribution of the impactors in the kg range. A more 

elab orate analysis of the data p ermits an estimate of the fraction of kinetic energy 

converted to radiation (luminous e�ciency) if the meteoroid ux on the Moon is 

known. Applied to the 1999 lunar Leonids, these metho ds yield a mass index of 

�3 t1:6 � 0:1 and luminous e�ciencies of 2 � 10 with an uncertain y of ab out one 

torder of magnitude. Predictions of visibil i y of the ma jor ann meteor sho ers areual w 

given for the next few years. These include the forthcoming 2001 Leonid return, for 

which w e estimate detection rates in the visible. 

Keyw ords: Hyp ervelo city impacts, Leonids 1999, luminous e�ciencies, lunar craters, 

meteoroids, meteors, Moon 

1. Intro duction 

The searc h for meteoroid impacts on atmosphereless b o dies has at-
tracted some in terest b ecause of its p otential for deriving information 
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impactors (c hemical compon the physical prop erties of the osition, den-
sit , structure, etc), theiry mass distribution and uxes, and, ev en, the 

material. Planets and satellitesprop erties of the target surface ma y 

b e regarded as huge detectors whose collecting areas p ermit the obser-
v meteoroids ination of very large m uch less time than that required 

y ground-basedb monitoring of the Earth's atmosphere. In this regard, 

the Mo on is the �rst natural b o dy to scrutinize, not only b ecause it is 

the ob ject closest to Earth, but also b ecause the meteoroid p opulation 

in the neighb orho o d of the w ell kno fromMo on is reasonably wn the 

observ meteors. lunaration of terrestrial This implies that results from 

impacts can b e directly comparedwith results more con ventional 

techniques. 

arietMeteoroids impacting the Mo on giv e rise to a v y of essen-
their detection.tially di�erent phenomena that allo w These include 

seismicw aves, enhancemen ts of the tenuous lunar atmosphere, and 

Analysis of data from Aplight ashes. the ollo lunar seismic net w ork 

erst and w(Ob Nak am ura, 1991) established that the 1974 Leonid sho er 

with impacts of masspro duced signals consistent meteoroids in the 

range from Other0.1 to 1 kg. meteor sho w ers could also have b een 

y this net ork.detected b w T ransient enhancemen ts in the constituents 

ma y reveal the o ccurrence ofof the tenuous lunar atmosphere meteoroid 

Theimpacts. Mo on cannot retain an y gaseous sp ecies for a long time, 

. Impact-driv en vso continuous resupply is necessary ap orization has 

most lik ely source of so dium inb een prop osed as the and p otassium 

the lunar atmosphere, and indeed signi�can t increases in lunar so dium 

w ere detected at the time of the 1997 and 1998 Leonids (Hun ten et al., 

V erani et al., 1998; Ho w ever,1998; Wilson et al., 1999). monitoring of 

the meteor sho w ers such as theMo on during other Quadran tids did not 

y ariation of so diumreveal an v in the atmosphere (V erani et al., 1999). 

wn impacts ofIt has b een kno for some time that meter-sized b o dies 

Mo on should cause optical ashes detectableon the with photometer 

technology (Melosh et al., 1993), but the p opulation of ob jects that 

are big enough is wand no unam biguous impact ashes ha ve b een 

y the successful detection of comet Shorecorded. Inspired b emak er{ 

Levy 9 collision with Jupiter in 1994, a systematic searc h for fainter 

Mo on more sensitiv e techniquesevents on the w as started in 1997 using 

based tec hnology (Ortiz et al., 1999). Although no impacts 

w ere unam biguously detected, it mw as stressed that a small 0.25tele-
scop e could easily observe ashes frommeteoroids releasing energies 

6 w5 � 10 J in the visible range. Itw ell b elo w as also p ointed out that 

w y to recordthe 1999 Leonid storm ould provide a unique opp ortunit 

with impacting thethe optical ashes asso ciated meteoroids Mo on due 

to the greatly enhanced ux of particles exp ected and the favorable 
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geometrical conditions of the encoun ter. Other attempts to detect lunar 

w 

ALPO's Lunar fromimpact ashes include the Meteor Searc h program 

1955 to 1965 (see W estfall 1997) and the optical transient survey of the 

Mo on conducted b y Beech and a (1999).Nik olov Unfortunately , none 

of these e�orts led to unequivo cal observations of light ashes on the 

Mo on. 

The �rst unam biguous detection of lunar impact ashes w as indeed 

obtained during the 1999 Leonid sho er.w These observ ations op en the 

do or to the remote sensing of ob jects and ph ysical pro cesses that w ould 

impact ashesb e di�cult to observ e otherwise. In particular, lunar ma y 

imp yp ervelo cit impacts.provide ortan t information on the ph ysics of h y 

Exp erimen tal v elo citw ork has b een carried out for lo y collisions 

Kadono and F ujiw ara, 1996), but high velo cit(e.g., Schultz, 1996, y 

meteoroids are more di�cult toimpacts suc h as those involving m uch 

repro duce in the lab oratory or this reason, kno. F wledge of the c har-
acteristics of such events is primarily based on n umerical sim ulations. 

impactors of asteroidal compMost of these studies consider osition and, 

therefore, their results are not directly applicable to collisions involving 

material. impactscometary The analysis of real lunar mak es it p ossible 

to estimate k ey parameters that help constrain n umerical sim ulations. 

In this review e address the observ meteoroidw ational asp ects of 

Mo on. Section 2 dealsimpact ashes on the with the detection of lunar 

ashes during the 1999 Leonids. ationsThe in terpretation of the observ 

is the sub ject of Section 3. W e describ e h to estimate luminous ef-
mass distribution indices, impactor�ciencies, masses, and crater sizes. 

In Section 4, some results from yp ervelo citn umerical sim ulations of h y 

impacts are presen ted. Section 5 deals with the v arious conditions for 

y ofthe visibilit meteor sho w ers on the Mo on. Finally , Section 6 is 

madevoted to calculating impact detection rates for the jor ann ual 

meteor sho w ers, with emphasis on the forthcoming Leonid sho w ers. 

Hin ts for successful observations are given throughout the pap er. 

2. Observ ation of the 1999 lunar Leonids 

Numerical sim ulations of the Leonid streamev olution (McNaugh t and 

Asher, 1999, Bro wn, 1999) suggested the p ossibilit y of stormlev el ac-
tivit the sho w er on em b er 18, 1999 at the timey from No v when the 

Earth y 55P/T empw as to cross the dust trail generated b el{T uttle in 

1899. Ortiz et al. (1999) had previously p ointed out that geometric 

conditions maxim um .w ould b e favorable during the night of activit y 

These exp ectations prompted sev eral groups to monitor the nigh t side 

of the Mo on in searc h for Leonid impacts. So on after the 1999 Leonid 
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Table I. 

Impact Time (UTC) Magnitude Lunar p osition Observers 

number Latitude Longitude 

1 +5 40 � 65 � DP D03:05:44.89 

2 03:49:40.38 +3 3 � 1 N 48 � 1 W DP, DD, PS, RF 

3 04:08:04.10 +5 15 � 1 S 78 � 1 W DP, D D 

4 04:32:50.79 +4 21 � 3 N 51 � 3 W PS 

5 04:34:49.52 +7 21 � 3 N 38 � 3 W PS 

6 04:46:15.52 +3 14 � 1 N 71 � 1 W BC, DD 

7 05:14:12.92 +6 15 � 1 N 58 � 1 W PS, DD 

8 05:15:20.92 +5 21 � 1 N 59 � 1 W PS, DD 

M 

stormmaterialized on Earth, rep orts on the detection of lunar ashes 

w ere issued (Dunham, 1999). m w ereAlthough sev eral 1 telescop es 

Mo on at Alto , Sierrascheduled for observing the Calar Observ atory 

Observ atory T eideNev ada , and Observ atory (all three in Spain), bad 

ortunatelyw eather or technical problems prev ented their use. F , p ositive 

ations came from Cudnik (0.36observ smaller telescop es op erated b y B. 

ap erture, D. (0.13m Colum Dunham m, Airy ,Moun t 

m, San USA),R. F rankenb erger (0.2 An tonio, D. 

m, m,Green b USA), and P .V.Sada (0.2Palmer (0.13 Mon-
terrey exico). w ere videotap ed b, � A t least eight impact ashes y the 

last four observers, all cameras attac hed to their telescop es. 

or a complete description of the observ ations,F w e refer the reader to 

Ortiz et al. (2000).Dunham et al. (2000) and Observ ers used di�erent, 

sometimes o verlapping, �elds of view.This turned out to b e useful for 

con�rmingimpact ashes, but implies that the individual observ ations 

cannot b e com bined into a single analysis due to the di�erent lunar 

areas monitored. 

T able I summarizes the observ ational data for the eight light ashes 

y visual insp ection of the tap es.found b The last column giv es the 

initials of the observers Theirwho recorded the ashes. maxim um 

magnitudes (in the w avelength range 0.4 to 0.9 w ere obtained from 

comparisonwith the signals of reference stars and should b e accurate 

m to . Dunham'swithin � 1 The selenographic lo cations of the ashes in 

o records yw ere determined b y �tting the lim b, and are uncertain b � 1 . 

The lo cations of the impacts detected b y Sada yw ere calculated b 

means of in terp olation in time b et w een w o recognizable lunar features 

within the �eld of viewthat drifted due to inaccurate trac king of the 

The ev ents summarized in I They aretelescop e. T able w ere very brief. 
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t bFigur . Half-frame images of the �ve ligh ashes recorded .V. Sada on 

No emv b er 18, 1999 (ashes 2,4,5,7, and 8 in T I, resp ectiv These are 53 �able ely). 

arcsec enlargements of the original 8 � 6 arcmin �eld of view. 

mainly seen in half-frames (0.0167 s), the brigh test ashes wing a 

mag) afterglo wm uch fainter (typically 3{4 in the follo wing half-frame. 

All the impact ashes, except 4 and 5, y at leastw ere videotap ed b 

w o indep endent observers. Both times and selenographic p ositions are 

coincident, making a strong case that the ashes are indeed the result of 

Leonids colliding Mo on.with the Alternativ e explanations not related 

meteoroidto impacts include cosmic ra ys and sp ecular reection of sun-
arti�cial satellites or space debris.light from Cosmic ra ys can b e ruled 

out b ecause they usually a�ect a few whereaspixels of the detector, 

the observed ashes span a larger detector area. Another pro of that 

cosmic ra w ere not resp onsible for the ashes comes fromthe fact that 

Sada's telescop e w as somewhat defo cused at the time of the t w o last 

impacts,with the result that the cen tral obstruction of the secondary 

images (Fig. 1).mirror is clearly seen in the This feature is v ery di�cult 

to explain in terms of cosmic ra ys hitting the detector. On the other 

hand, the ashes o ccurred close to lo cal with themidnigh t Mo on at 

high altitude ab ove the lo cal horizon, whic h strongly suggest that the 

orbit around the Earth.events are not due to ob jects in w Moreo ver, 

wnDunham et al. (2000) note that none of the kno geosync hronous 

w ere near the Thesesatellites Mo on at the time of the observ ations. 

considerations, together with the fact that the lunar Leonids p eak ed 

at ab out 04:02 UTaccording to n umerical calculations (Asher, 1999), 

provide compelling evidence for the impact origin of the ashes. 

3. Analysis of the observ ations 

High sp eed collisions suc h as those of Mo onmeteoroids striking the 

are di�cult to repro duce in the lab oratory b ecause w e still do not 

means of accelerating the requiredhave masses to v elo cities typical of 

Asa result, the ph ysics of h ymeteoroids. yp ervelo cit impacts is studied 
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umerical sim ulations and scaling of w-v elo citthrough b oth n y exp er-
The analysis of lunar ashesimen ts. mak es it p ossible to impro ve this 

situation by providing empirical v alues of key parameters describing 

wus to me-these events. In addition, light ashes allo monitor the 

teoroid p opulation in a Earthmass range hitherto unreac hable from 

y conventional techniques.b All these adv ances hinge on a relatively 

wledge of the prop erties of the impactors,accurate kno most notably 

their velo cities and uxes on Earth. This section is dev oted to providing 

examples of the capabilities of the analysis of lunar ashes b y fo cusing 

on the inference of luminous e�ciencies, the mass distribution index of 

the particles, impactormasses, and crater sizes. 

3.1. Determina tion of luminous efficiencies 

F yor several reasons, a key parameter in h yp ervelo cit impacts is the lu-
minous e�ciency �|the fraction of the initial kinetic energy con verted 

into radiation. Kno wledge of this parameter allo ws us, for example, to 

masses. It also p ermits the inference ofestimate impactor meteoroid 

y constraining theoretical mobulk densities b impact dels. Prior to 1999, 

the emphasis of n umerical sim ulations w as on particles of asteroidal 

�1 osition s .comp mo ving at several km Dep ending on the prop erties 

material (c hemical compof the pro jectile and target osition, impact 

�5 velo cit , etc), the resulting luminous e�ciencies v aried fromy 10 to 

�3 10 (Nem tchinov et al., 1998b). V ery sim ulations had b een carried 

osition, and these ariably re-out for particles of cometary comp w ere inv 

stricted to small v elo cities. Under suc h conditions, no reliable estimate 

of � in impacts in volving Leonid w as avmeteoroids ailable prior to the 

w mo1999 return of the sho er. In addition, theoretical dels had sug-
gested that, for �xed velo cities and meteoroid bulk densities, luminous 

migh t dep end on impactore�ciencies mass, incidence angle, and ev en 

the lunar relief (Nem tchinov et al., 1998a). 

Clearly , theoretical dels luminous e�cienciesmo ma y b ene�t from 

derived empirically . Under certain conditions, it is p ossible to infer 

alues of � from Mo on.reliable v the analysis of optical ashes on the 

w as done for the �rst time b y Rubio,This Ortiz et al. (2000) and Bellot 

Ortiz, and Sada (2000). The basic idea is that the observ ed cum ulative 

n within the �eld of willum b er of impacts matc h the exp ected 

um ber onlyn when the true luminous e�ciency is used to calculate the 

or this wlatter. F metho d t w ork, it is necessary to kno meteoroidthe 

ux on the Mo on at the time of the observ ations. 
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The cumulative ux distribution of meteoroids of mass m is given
by

F (m) = F (m0)

�
m

m0

�1�s
; (1)

where F (m) represents the ux of particles whose mass is higher than
m, m0 is the mass of a shower meteoroid producing a (terrestrial)
meteor of magnitude +6.5, and s is the so-called mass index. For
most meteor showers, both F (m0) and s are well known from visual
observations on Earth.

Substituting m in Eq. 1 by 2E=V 2, with V the meteoroid velocity,
the cumulative ux of particles as a function of their kinetic energy E
can be written as

F (E) = F (m0)

"
m0V

2

2

#s�1
E1�s: (2)

On the other hand, the energy per unit area reaching the Earth can be
approximated by

Ed =
E

f�R2
�; (3)

where � is the luminous e�ciency, and R is the Moon{Earth distance.
The coe�cient f describes the degree of anisotropy of light emission.
It should be 2 if light is emitted isotropically from the surface, or 4 if
light is emitted from very high altitude above the Moon's surface.

The number of events above an energy per unit area Ed reaching
the telescope in a time interval �t can therefore be expressed as

N(Ed) =
Z t0+�t

t0

F (m0; t)

"
2f�R2

�m0V 2

#1�s
E1�s
d A dt; (4)

where A is the lunar area perpendicular to the radiant direction within
the �eld of view. N(Ed), which depends on �, is the quantity to be
compared with the observations.

Figure 2 presents the results of this method applied to the 1999
lunar Leonids (Bellot Rubio, Ortiz, and Sada, 2000). The ux pro�le
entering the calculations is taken to be gaussian in shape with a peak
of 10 km�2 hour�1 and a FWHM of 45 min. The mass of a Leonid
meteoroid producing a meteor of magnitude +6:5 is m0 = 2� 10�8 kg
according to Hughes (1987). For the mass index we use s = 1:83 in
the magnitude range �1 to +6 and s = 1:87 for brighter meteoroids.
Inspection of Fig. 2 reveals that the observational data at the high-
energy end are best matched by a luminous e�ciency � = 2 � 10�3.
We estimate this value to be uncertain by an order of magnitude or
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Figure 2. Comparison between observed (open squares) and expected (solid lines)
cumulative number of 1999 Leonid impacts as a function of the energy received on
Earth for several luminous e�ciencies. From Bellot Rubio et al. (2000). Note that
some of the faintest ashes may have been missed (see text for details).

less (see the discussion in Bellot Rubio et al., 2000). In interpreting
Fig. 2 it is necessary to bear in mind that some faint ashes may have
been missed as they occurred near the sensitivity limit of the camera.
This probably accounts for the deviation of experimental points with
respect to the � = 2 � 10�3 curve at the lower-energy end. However,
such deviation might also reect a possible variation of � with mass,
the smaller impactors converting less kinetic energy into light and vice
versa. Unfortunately, the small number of ashes available for analysis
implies that the issue of a possible mass dependence of � cannot be
settled at the moment.

The 1999 lunar Leonids demonstrate the feasibility of estimating
luminous e�ciencies from real impacts. The value obtained so far,
� � 2 � 10�3, applies only to Leonid meteoroids because � may be
highly dependent on velocity. It would be desirable to carry out the
same analysis for other meteor showers and impact geometries in or-
der to investigate the dependence of � on parameters such as velocity
and incidence angle. Other investigations appear to require similar or
slightly larger luminous e�ciencies for explaining an additional impact
ash that might have occurred on the Moon in July 1999 (Ortiz et

bellot.tex; 6/09/2000; 19:23; p.8
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al., 2000), but lack of knowledge of the meteoroid velocity compli-
cates the interpretation to a large extent. The advantage of monitoring
the major annual meteor showers on the Moon is that the meteoroid
velocity is known from Earth-based photographic observations. For
reliable inferences of the luminous e�ciency, a statistically signi�cant
number of events need to be accumulated. Systematic campaigns in-
volving telescopes of various sizes can certainly provide the necessary
observations.

3.2. Determination of the meteoroid mass distribution

The Moon, as a huge collecting area, permits the detection of very
large particles in reasonable time intervals. This makes the characteri-
zation of such particles possible, thereby extending our knowledge of the
properties of meteoroid streams to the high-mass end. From su�cient
observational data it would be possible, for instance, to determine the
mass of the largest particles present in the dust trails that give rise
to meteor showers on Earth. Whipple's (1951) comet model provides
an estimate of this limit as a function of certain comet and meteoroid
parameters (see also Jones, 1995), but testing this formulation empiri-
cally has proved di�cult. Not only can the upper mass limit be obtained
from the analysis of lunar impacts, but also the mass index s describing
the meteoroid population according to Eq. 1. Very remarkably, the
inference of s is independent of � provided the luminous e�ciency does
not vary with m. This makes it possible to estimate the mass index
directly from the observations without any explicit knowledge of �. Such
a mass index may be necessary to evaluate Eq. 1 if the indices derived
from visual observations do not apply to the larger lunar impactors.

Equation 1, with the help of Eq. 3, can be rewritten as

F (m) = F (m0)

�
�m

�m0

�1�s
= F (m0)

�
Ed(m)

Ed(m0)

�1�s
: (5)

By taking the logarithm of the above expression we arrive at

logF (Ed) = C + (1� s) logEd; (6)

where C embodies constants that are not relevant for the analysis. From
this equation it is clear that the logarithm of the observed cumulative
number of impacts vs the logarithm of the energy received on Earth can
be �tted by a straight line whose slope yields the mass index s. Caution
must be taken in the analysis because the probability of detection of
ashes decreases with Ed. In particular, the true number of faint events
will be larger than the observed one. At present it is di�cult to estimate
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Figure 3. Logarithm of the observed cumulative number of impacts vs. the logarithm
of Ed for the 1999 lunar Leonids. The straight line is the best �t to the points with
Ed > 2�10�12 J m�2. The statistics are poor, but the cumulative number of impacts
is reasonably well described by a mass index s = 1:6� 0:1.

such detection probabilities, but a rigorous treatment must include a
proper correction, much as it is done in the analysis of visual meteor
observations (e.g., Koschack and Rendtel, 1990).

Figure 3 shows the logarithm of the cumulative number of impacts
as a function of logEd for the 1999 lunar Leonids. In order to minimize
the e�ect of our lack of knowledge of detection probabilities, the �t is
performed only for the brightest events (Ed > 2� 10�12 J m�2), that
is, those that cannot be missed because of their high signal-to-noise
ratios. Despite the small number of events available, the distribution is
well described by a mass index s = 1:6� 0:1. This value is somewhat
smaller than the index s = 1:83 derived from the 1999 Leonid �reballs
in the magnitude range �1 to �6 (Arlt, et al., 1999), but the agreement
is remarkable in view of the limited data set on which our analysis is
based.

3.3. Impactor masses

Once luminous e�ciencies are known, impactor masses can readily be
obtained from Eq. 3 by inserting the measured value of Ed and noting
that E = mV 2=2. The mass of the Leonid meteoroids that produced
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the brightest lunar ash in 1999 turns out to be 4.9 kg if � = 2�10�3 is
assumed (Bellot Rubio, Ortiz, and Sada, 2000). Arguments supporting
the view that impactor masses are uncertain by less than a factor of 10
have been given by these authors. Such particles correspond roughly to
terrestrial Leonids of magnitude �10 according to Hughes (1987).

An additional, alternative method can be envisaged for determining
the total mass of the meteoroids striking the Moon. This technique
consists in the monitoring of the lunar sodium during moments of high
meteoroid activity to search for changes in the Moon's tenuous sodium
atmosphere, which is believed to be partially maintained by impact-
driven vaporization of surface material (see, for example, Morgan et

al., 1989, and references therein). The usefulness of this method is
somewhat dependent on reliable models of the impact process as well
as on a detailed treatment of the dynamical evolution of sodium in the
lunar atmosphere. In spite of these di�culties, however, the method
shows great promise, as transient enhancements of atmospheric sodium
have already been detected at the time of the 1997 and 1998 Leonid
showers (Hunten et al., 1998; Verani et al., 1998; Wilson et al., 1999).

3.4. Crater sizes

Knowledge of impactor masses makes it possible to estimate crater
sizes. Although no experiments on hypervelocity impacts involving me-
teoroids such as those striking the Moon have been conducted, the
results of more conventional experiments can be scaled for a prediction
of crater diameters resulting from lunar impacts. Gault's (1974) scaling
law for craters up to 100 m in diameter in regolith reads

D = 0:25 �1=6p �
�1=2
t g�0:165W 0:29 sin1=3�; (7)

where D is the (transient) crater diameter, �p and �t are the projectile
and target bulk densities, respectively, g is the gravitational accelera-
tion,W is the impactor's kinetic energy, and � the incidence angle with
respect to the vertical (all in mks units). For the Moon, appropriate
values are g = 1:67 m s�2 and �t = 3000 kg m�3. Another estimate has
been provided by Schmidt and Housen (1987):

D = �0:26m0:26V 0:44; (8)

where m and V are the mass and speed of the impactor, respectively,
and

 = 0:31 g0:84��0:26p �1:26t (sin 45=sin �)1:67: (9)

As pointed out by Melosh (1989), these formulae result in similar crater
diameters in spite of their di�erent origins. This is especially true for
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small energy events, i.e., the case of meteoroids impacting the Moon.
However, they must be applied with care because they were obtained
for intermediate impact velocities of 10{20 km s�1.

Assuming a bulk density �p = 1000 kg m�3, the above expressions
lead to crater diameters of 11 and 32 m, respectively, for the biggest
1999 Leonid impactor (m = 4:9 kg). With �p = 100 kg m�3, one
�nds 7 and 27 m, respectively. Craters of this size are well below the
resolution capabilities of telescopes on Earth, but may be detected on
high resolution images by spacecraft orbiting the Moon. Three such
missions are scheduled for 2002 and 2003: ESA Smart 1 (about 50
m/pixel resolution), ISAS Lunar A, and ISAS Selene. Only in excep-
tional cases should we expect larger craters, as the diameter is mainly
determined by the velocity of the impactor and the Leonids possess the
highest speed among the various meteoroid streams.

4. Numerical simulations

The detection of Leonid ashes on the Moon has triggered some very
recent impact modeling e�orts. Contrary to previous simulations, the
new ones include the basic properties of meteoroid particles (comet-like
composition, low density, high velocity, etc). The work of Artemieva,
Shuvalov, and Trubeskaya (2000) deserves special mention. These au-
thors simulated the vertical collision of Leonid particles on the Moon
by means of a 2D hydrodynamical code. Vertical instead of oblique
incidence was assumed on the basis of previous simulations where the
luminous e�ciency did not vary much with the entry angle.

According to the results of Artemieva et al. (2000), the ashes are
mainly the result of thermal emission from hot plasma plumes created
by vaporized meteoroid and target material. The whole process takes
place on a very short time interval, of the order of 10�3 s. The �rst
stage is characterized by the plasma being optically thick. The tem-
perature drops rapidly and the gas becomes optically thin, leading to
increased radiation uxes. Artemieva et al. (2000) �nd some evidence
that meteoroid bulk densities of 100 kg m�3 are to be preferred with
respect to 1000 kg m�3 in order to explain the observed duration of
the ashes. By integrating the radiative ux over time, they obtain
theoretical luminous e�ciencies of 10�3 for 1000 kg m�3 particles and
2� 10�3 for 100 kg m�3 meteoroids. Moreover, the luminous e�ciency
is found to vary little (to within 10{20%) with impactor mass.

The uncertainties in this kind of simulation may be reduced to some
degree by observational input. For example, the short duration of the
ashes suggests that Leonids are very low density meteoroids. Larger
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densities would lead to longer durations that are not consistent with the
observations. Another example comes from the remarkable similarity
between the luminous e�ciencies resulting from the Artemieva et al.

simulations and the analysis of the 1999 lunar ashes by Bellot Rubio
et al. (2000). This agreement suggests that the experimental value of �
is essentially correct (at least for the Leonid lunar impacts), which in
turn validates the results of the numerical calculations.

Impact ashes contain much more information than can be extracted
at the present time. The shape of the light curve is determined by,
among other factors, the chemical composition of the lunar soil and
the meteoroid. Obtaining such light curves with su�cient temporal
resolution would allow us to infer these compositions, but this is a
di�cult observational endeavor due to the extremely short duration of
the ashes. Spectroscopic analyses of the radiation generated during
impacts are also of great interest for determining chemical composi-
tions. Advances in these directions can be expected in the future as
new instrumentation becomes available.

5. Detectability of impacts on the Moon

The probability of detecting optical ashes on the Moon at the time
of a meteoroid shower is determined by several factors, among them
geometrical conditions (position of the subradiant point on the Moon
and lunar phase), the speci�cs of the observational technique (telescope
optics and background illumination from the day side of the Moon),
and properties of the meteoroids themselves (such as particle speed and
spatial density). In this section we describe these contributing factors
in some depth.

5.1. Geometric considerations

Not all meteoroids striking the Moon can be observed from Earth.
First, it is necessary that the subradiant point position on the Moon
allow impacts to occur on the lunar hemisphere facing the Earth. This
condition is always ful�lled unless the radiant lies at selenographic
longitude 180o and latitude 0o. However, the lunar area perpendicular
to the meteoroid direction (the quantity determining the e�ciency of
the Moon as a particle collector) will decrease with increasing angu-
lar distance of the subradiant point to the Earth-facing hemisphere.
Second, it is necessary that impacts take place on the night side of the
Moon as seen from Earth. This constraint stems from the need of a high
signal-to-noise ratio for unambiguous detection of the light ashes.
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5.1.1. Subradiant point on the Moon

For a given shower, the selenographic coordinates of the subradiant
point (', �) are calculated from the equatorial coordinates of the ra-
diant (�; �) as determined from Earth, the location of the Earth in
its orbit with respect to the Sun (via the solar longitude l�), and the
location of the Moon with respect to our planet at the time of the
shower's maximum activity. In order to simplify the calculations, we
make the approximations that the inclination of the lunar orbit to the
ecliptic is zero and that the rotation axis of the Moon points exactly
toward the ecliptic north pole. These approximations are reasonable
because the inclination of the mean lunar equator to the ecliptic is
of the order of 1:5o and will allow us to compute the position of the
Moon by using the lunar phase only. The �rst step is to transform
the equatorial coordinates of the radiant to ecliptic coordinates (l; b)
by means of standard formulae. Both l and b de�ne the direction of
the meteoroid trajectories in the vicinity of the Earth. The ecliptic
coordinates of the Earth are given by lE = l� + 180o and bE = 0o.
Finally, the position of the Moon with respect to the Earth is given by
the lunar phase angle �, de�ned to be zero at new Moon, 90o at �rst
quarter, and so on. Our simplifying assumptions imply that the ecliptic
latitude of the Moon is zero.

Figure 4 displays the encounter geometry. It is clear that the seleno-
graphic longitude of the subradiant point is ' = l � lE � �, whereas
the selenographic latitude must coincide with the ecliptic latitude of
the radiant (i.e., � = b) because of our approximation that the lunar
equator has a zero inclination to the ecliptic. At this point we note
that selenographic longitudes are measured from the central meridian
counterclockwise as seen from the lunar north pole.

5.1.2. Lunar area subject to impacts

The total area of the night side of the Moon perpendicular to the mete-
oroid direction and visible from Earth,A?, is a measure of the e�ciency
in detecting impacts. Other parameters have been proposed to indicate
how favorable the encounter geometry is (e.g., Beech and Nikolova,
1998), but A? is more intuitive and useful for further calculations.

A? depends on the selenographic latitude � and longitude ' of the
subradiant point, as well as on the lunar phase. As before, we make the
simplifying assumption that the inclination of the Moon's orbit to the
ecliptic is zero. Given the complex geometry, a fast and e�cient way to
compute A? is Monte Carlo simulations. Let xyz be a reference frame
with origin at the center of the Moon, the x-axis pointing towards
the Earth, and the z-axis pointing towards the ecliptic north pole.
This system de�nes the selenographic coordinates of any point on the
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Figure 4. Geometry for the calculation of the selenographic coordinates of the sub-
radiant point on the Moon. The Earth{Moon distance has been exaggerated for
clarity (indeed, the ecliptic longitudes of the Moon and the Earth are the same for
practical purposes). The selenographic coordinates refer to a cartesian coordinate
system centered on the Moon with the x-axis pointing to the Earth and the z-axis
to the ecliptic north pole. The meteoroid's direction is indicated by the dashed lines.

Moon's surface. Meteoroids strike the Moon homogeneously distributed
in planes perpendicular to the radiant direction. Hence, we de�ne the
auxiliar coordinate systemXY Z by rotating the xyz system until the z-
axis points toward the radiant. This is equivalent to a rotation of angle
' around the z-axis and a rotation of angle � = �=2� � around the y-
axis. In this coordinate system, we generate a su�ciently large number
of particles uniformly distributed in the XY plane and such that their
coordinates verify the condition X2+ Y 2 � 1. Next, the corresponding
(positive) Z coordinates are obtained by means of the equation of a
sphere. The set ofXYZ coordinates represents the locations of particles
impacting the Moon. In order to compute A?, it is necessary to know
how many such particles are visible from Earth. To that aim, the XYZ
coordinates are transformed back to the xyz system,0

@ x
y
z

1
A =

0
@ cos � cos' �sin' sin � cos'
cos � sin' cos' sin � sin'
�sin � 0 cos �

1
A

0
@ X
Y
Z

1
A (10)

and their selenographic longitudes calculated. Only those particles lying
on the night side of the Moon (i.e., whose longitudes are between that of
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the terminator and the non-illuminated limb) are counted. The number
of such particles over the total number of particles, multiplied by �R2

(with R the Moon's radius), gives the lunar area of the night side of
the Moon perpendicular to the radiant direction. Note that optimum
geometric conditions (� = 0, ' = 0, and new Moon) imply A? = �R2.
This is the maximum cross-section of the Moon as a particle detector.
Obviously, the larger the value of A?, the better the observability of
the shower from Earth. Throughout we have assumed the meteoroid
velocity is big enough (> 40 km s�1) so that no gravitational deection
and focusing by the Moon or the Earth occurs. This is actually the case
for all meteoroid streams whose observation is of interest.

The method used to compute A? can be extended to derive the
lunar area perpendicular to the meteoroid direction within the �eld of
view, A, which is necessary for the calculation of the expected cumu-
lative number of impacts (Eq. 2) for a given telescope setup. Both the
position and size of the camera �eld of view need to be considered for
calculating A, but this is the only modi�cation required to apply the
above procedure.

Increasing the detection rate may be achieved by centering the �eld
of view as close as possible to the subradiant point on the Moon while
keeping the terminator at the greatest distance possible, since this will
increase A. If the subradiant point lies on the hidden lunar hemisphere
(a situation often met), then the angular distance of the center of the
�eld of view to the subradiant point should be minimized. In that case,
observations near the limb are recommended.

5.2. Signal-to-noise considerations

The signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) for the detection of an impact ash in
a single detector element is, approximately,

S

N
=

0:5mV 2��r2Q

2�R2h�
h
0:5mV 2��r2Q

2�R2h� + dc(t) +Mb(t) +R2
n

i1=2 (11)

with � the luminous e�ciency, R the Earth{Moon distance, m the
meteoroid mass, V the meteoroid speed, h Planck's constant, � the
frequency of the radiation,Q the quantum e�ciency of the detector,Mb

the Moon brightness (in electrons), Rn the read-out noise (in electrons),
dc the dark current (in electrons), r the telescope aperture radius, and
t the integration time.

According to Melosh et al. (1993), a single element detector such
as a photomultiplier would be able to record impacts of meter-sized
meteoroids. They quoted a threshold sensitivity of 10�6 W m�2 for
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a photomultiplier coupled to a 1 meter telescope. CCD arrays are far
more sensitive because Mb is considerably smaller in each pixel (due
to the small angular size of a single pixel compared to the photome-
ter's aperture) and also because quantum e�ciency is usually higher in
CCDs. For a typical image scale of 1 arcsec/pixel, Mb is several orders
of magnitude smaller using CCDs than using a photometer with a 10
arcmin aperture.

The background brightness is mainly due to scattered light from
the Moon's day side, but it also has a contribution from the Earth-lit
surface of the lunar night side, which is not completely dark. Scat-
tered light from the day side depends on the atmospheric conditions
at the observing site as well as on the optics of the telescope. For
typical observing conditions, with a lunar illumination of 20{30 per
cent, the brightness of the night side of the Moon is of order mv = 12
mag arcsec�2, but reaches brighter magnitudes as the lunar phase
increases. For the 1999 Leonid campaign, it was close to 8 mag arcsec�2.

The easiest way to increase the SNR is to decrease Mb. This can
be achieved by using short integration times. Since the light ashes are
very brief (of the order of 0.02 s), reducing the exposure time results in
better SNRs because the signal is not modi�ed. Obviously, the larger
the distance between the subterrestrial and subsolar points, the smaller
the background brightness. This means that the best viewing conditions
occur at new Moon, but the angular separation between the Moon
and the Sun is too small to allow observations. The optimum viewing
conditions are therefore those with the Moon being a few days before
or after new Moon, with phase angles between 70o and 90o or between
270o and 290o.

In addition, the SNR might be higher in the near infrared than in the
visible because more energy should be radiated as a result of the larger
plume size when the plasma is cold enough to emit in the near IR; that
is, the luminous e�ciency should be higher. Another advantage of the
infrared is that the scattered radiation from the day side of the Moon is
lower than in the visible. The main drawback of infrared observations
is the fast variation of the sky brightness, which often shows signi�cant
di�erences on time scales of the order of minutes.

5.3. Other considerations

A number of additional factors inuence the visibility of lunar impact
ashes. First, it is clear that the likelihood of detecting impacts depends
on the amount of energy released in the process. Impacts caused by
meteoroids moving at high speeds will be much easier to detect simply
because the energy reaching Earth goes as the velocity squared. Second,
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Table II.

Shower Max l� Radiant coordinates V s F6:5

(deg) � � l b

QUA Jan 4 283.16 230 49 201 63 41 1.91 0.03

ETA May 5 45.5 338 �01 339 8 66 1.99 0.04

PER Aug 12 139.8 46 58 62 39 59 1.95 0.07

ORI Oct 21 208.0 95 16 95 �07 66 2.06 0.01

LEO Nov 17 235.27 153 22 147 10 71 1.92 0.03

GEM Dec 13 262.0 112 33 109 11 35 1.95 0.06

it is necessary that the spatial density of meteoroids is su�ciently large
to ensure that particles will strike the Moon during the observations.
Not all meteor showers produce high uxes of meteoroids, so monitoring
of the Moon is preferable when the major annual showers peak on
Earth.

Another consideration is integration time. Although the events are
bright (the magnitude of the brightest ash during the 1999 Leonids
was +3), the use of magnitudes can be misleading. Indeed, the optical
ashes are very intense, but only during extremely short time intervals.
It is therefore convenient to reduce the integration time as much as
possible in order for the background not to hide the signal coming from
the impact. In this regard, CCD video cameras or very fast readout
CCDs are necessary for increasing the detection probability.

6. Estimating impact detection rates

In this section we use the previous results for examining the observ-
ability of a number of annual showers on the Moon during the next
�ve years. The Quadrantids, � Aquarids, Perseids, Orionids, Leonids,
and Geminids have been selected because of their high velocity and/or
high ux of meteoroids. As mentioned before, high velocities imply
that more energy is radiated, making the light ashes easier to detect
from Earth. High uxes mean more particles colliding with the Moon
and higher likelihood of observing impacts. Special attention is paid to
the forthcoming Leonid showers in view of the greatly enhanced uxes
expected in 2001 and 2002.

Table II summarizes basic observational parameters for the Quad-
rantids (QUA), eta Aquarids (ETA), Perseids (PER), Orionids (ORI),
Leonids (LEO), and Geminids (GEM) according to the IMO meteor
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shower working list (Rendtel et al., 1995). The second column gives the
date of maximum activity. Solar longitudes (l�, J2000.0) and radiant
coordinates refer to this date. V is the meteoroid's velocity, s the mass
index in the visual range, and F6:5 the maximum ux of meteoroids
brighter than magnitude +6:5 in km�2 h�1.

From the values of s and F6:5, it is possible to estimate the num-
ber of events detectable from Earth during one our of observing with
di�erent instruments. Table III shows the results for 0.2 m f/10 and 1
m f/2 telescopes (columns N1 and N2, respectively) assuming that the
lunar area perpendicular to the meteoroid's direction within the �eld
of view is A � 106 km2. These �gures have been computed according to
Equation 2 with � = 2�10�3 and threshold energies taken from Fig. 5.
It is very important to stress here that the number of events is strongly
dependent on the value adopted for s. The mass indices quoted in Table
II refer to the average value of s during the period of shower activity,
but very often s decreases at the time of maximum activity. Smaller
mass indices mean that large particles are more abundant, leading to
increased detection rates. For this reason, values in Table III must be
taken as rough lower limits. According to our estimates, one may expect
of the order of 4{11 and 1{2 impact ashes per hour in the �eld of view
during the Quadrantid, Perseid, and Geminid maxima with 1 m f/2
and 0.2 m f/10 telescopes, respectively.

In order to quantify the visibility of the showers in terms of A?,
the time of maximum activity is calculated from the solar longitude
l� for each year from 2001 to 2005. The phase of the Moon at that
time is also computed to derive the selenographic coordinates of the
subradiant point. The results are presented in Table IV. The �fth and
sixth columns give the selenographic latitude and longitude of the sub-
radiant point at the time of maximum activity. � is the lunar phase (0o

for new Moon, 90o for �rst quarter Moon, 180o for full Moon, and 270o

for last quarter Moon). A? (normalized to �R2) varies from 0 (impacts
not visible) to 1 (best geometrical conditions). For comparison, A?
was 0:44 �R2 at the time of the 1999 Leonid shower maximum (with
l = 147:7o, b = 10:2o, l� = 235:367o, and � = 111:8o). The data for
the 2001 and 2002 Leonids refer to the peak times on Earth predicted
by McNaught and Asher (1999) plus the time needed by the Moon to
reach the same ecliptic longitudes (2.5 h in 2001 and 0.5 h in 2002).

Favorable conditions will occur for the showers whose A? values
are in bold type. Normally, showers with very high A? values occur
near new Moon. They are of no interest because the Moon cannot
be observed for a long time under dark skies. The best geometrical
conditions occur for the Quadrantids in 2001, for the Perseids in 2002
and 2005, for the Orionids in 2001 and 2004, for the Leonids in 2001
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Table III.

Shower N1 N2 Shower N1 N2

QUA 7.7 1.8 ORI 0.06 0.01

ETA 0.9 0.2 LEO 2.4 0.6

PER 4.1 0.9 GEM 10.7 2.3

and 2004, and for the Geminids in 2002. The visibility of � Aquarid
impact ashes on the Moon is not good in any year except perhaps
2001.

6.1. Expected detection rates for the 2001 Leonids

According to McNaught and Asher (1999), the Earth{Moon system will
cross in 2001 the dust trails generated by comet Tempel{Tuttle nine
and four revolutions ago. Maximum activities are somewhat uncertain
at the moment, but ZHR values of about 15000 for each trail have
been suggested. The closest approach of the Earth to the two trails is
predicted for November 18, 2001 at 17:31 and 18:19 UT, respectively.
The Moon will reach the same ecliptic longitudes about 2.5 hours later.
As can be seen in Table IV, the lunar phase will be 42o, while geometric
conditions are rather favorable with A? = 0:50 �R2. This makes the
2001 Leonid shower an excellent candidate for producing lunar impact
ashes. Europe is badly placed because the maximum will occur at
moonset or later, whereas Brazil is probably the best location for
recording the peak with the Moon at a su�cient altitude above the
horizon. Even if the Moon cannot be observed from a given location
at the time of maximum activity, observations before or after the peak
will be very valuable, as some impacts might still be detected (see Table
III for detection rates of Leonid ashes under non-storm conditions).
In any case, the Moon will be in a dark sky for a short time period, so
infrared observations may be advantageous.

Figure 5 shows the cumulative number of impacts detectable from
Earth per hour of observation of a lunar area of 106 km2, as a function
of the energy reaching Earth. The lunar area of 106 km2 is in the
direction perpendicular to the radiant; this area is close to that observed
using a conventional CCD video camera attached to a 0.2 m, f/10 tele-
scope aimed at the subradiant point on the Moon. The three curves
are predictions for several luminous e�ciencies (5 � 10�3, 2 � 10�3,
and 10�3). The vertical lines represent the sensitivity thresholds of
di�erent telescopes. Asterisks mark the predicted cumulative number
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Table IV.

Shower Year Date Hour Subradiant � A?

(UT) � ' (deg) (��R2)

QUA 2001 Jan 3 12 63 1 97.3 0.33

2002 Jan 3 18 63 �144 241.9 0.08

2003 Jan 4 00 63 85 13.4 0.45

2004 Jan 4 06 63 �49 146.8 0.16

2005 Jan 3 12 63 �169 266.8 0.12

ETA 2001 May 5 23 08 �48 272.3 0.13

2002 May 6 06 08 �178 53.7 0.00

2003 May 6 12 08 57 188.7 0.30

2004 May 5 18 08 �7 317.9 0.00

2005 May 6 00 08 144 83.1 0.10

PER 2001 Aug 12 12 39 �170 272.3 0.04

2002 Aug 12 18 39 48 53.7 0.40

2003 Aug 12 23 39 �87 188.7 0.00

2004 Aug 12 06 39 144 317.9 0.17

2005 Aug 12 12 39 19 83.1 0.38

ORI 2001 Oct 21 09 �7 11 56.2 0.69

2002 Oct 21 15 �7 �114 180.8 0.00

2003 Oct 21 21 �7 114 313.0 0.30

2004 Oct 21 03 �7 �26 92.6 0.64

2005 Oct 21 09 �7 �160 226.1 0.00

LEO 2001 Nov 18 20 10 49 41.6 0.50

2002 Nov 19 11 10 �83 173.1 0.06

2003 Nov 18 02 10 170 282.3 0.01

2004 Nov 17 08 10 28 64.4 0.48

2005 Nov 17 14 10 �105 197.9 0.00

GEM 2001 Dec 13 23 11 38 348.4 0.89

2002 Dec 14 06 11 �92 118.7 0.42

2003 Dec 14 12 11 142 244.4 0.11

2004 Dec 13 18 11 4 22.9 0.94

2005 Dec 14 00 11 �133 159.3 0.11

of detections using the di�erent instruments. Note that 1 m f/10 tele-
scopes would record a smaller number of ashes because the total area
comprised in the �eld of view is considerably smaller than with the
other instruments. For these calculations a background brightness of
12 mag arcsec�2 and a cumulative ux of 10 meteoroids km�2 h�1
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Figure 5. Expected number of detections of 2001 Leonids during one hour of ob-
serving for several telescopes and luminous e�ciencies (solid lines). The sensitivity
thresholds of the di�erent telescopes are indicated by the vertical lines. They have
been obtained assuming typical values of quantum e�ciency, readout noise, etc.
The actual number of detections depends on the �eld of view of the telescope, and
is represented by asterisks. A Leonid ux of 10 km�2 h�1, equivalent to ZHRs of
about 30000 on Earth, and s = 2:0 have been used for the calculations.

with masses higher than 0.02 mg have been assumed. This ux would
be equivalent to a zenithal hourly rate of roughly 30,000 on Earth.
The calculations can be scaled to di�erent areas and di�erent uxes by
simply multiplying the curves by the appropriate factor. With small 0.2
m telescopes, up to 40 impact ashes can be expected within the �eld
of view during one hour of observing. The number of ashes increases
for 1 m telescopes at f/2. These may record up to 150 ashes in one
hour if the ux of Leonid meteoroids reaches the predicted value.

7. Concluding remarks

The 1999 lunar Leonids have demonstrated that CCD cameras attached
to telescopes of even 0.2 m in diameter can successfully detect light
ashes of meteoroids impacting the Moon. Careful analyses of the
observations provide a great deal of information on the physics of hyper-
velocity impacts and the properties of meteoroids and meteor streams.
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The new technique, however, still awaits full exploitation. Observations
with di�erent telescope setups and in di�erent wavelength ranges will
certainly increase the number of events available for analysis. Only
when a su�ciently large database has been accumulated will the inves-
tigation of topics such as the dependence of the luminous e�ciency on
velocity and mass be possible.

Almost all meteor showers visible from Earth can be observed on
the Moon. However, it is necessary that the ux of particles and the
meteoroid velocity be large enough to ensure high detection rates. As
a consequence, only the major annual showers deserve close scrutiny.
We have described in detail the various conditions for the visibility
of impact ashes on the Moon with a view to provide predictions for
the next few years. The most promising showers are the Quadrantids
in 2001, the Perseids in 2002 and 2005, and the Geminids in 2002.
No doubt, the 2001 Leonid return will be the best candidate if the
meteoroid ux turns out to be as high as expected. Concerning the
2002 Leonid shower, a nearly full Moon along with very bad geometric
conditions will render any observational e�ort almost worthless.
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